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In this work, the occurrence of stochastic transition is 
investigated in the presence of triggers by turbulence 
noise and external events. The probability of observing 
the transition is calculated under the circumstance that the 
global controlling parameters change in time. This is 
another important prediction of statistical theory in 
addition to the long time average. This clarifies the 
feature of transient response of the system with stochastic 
transitions. The interpretation of the experimental 
threshold database is discussed. 
Let's denote the variable of interest by X and the 
control parameter by C. (X may be chosen as a 
variable that identify the improved confinement, 
amplitude of perturbation, etc.) In the case of subcritical 
excitations like the L-H transition, the detenninistic 
model predicts multiple states of X for given control 
parameter C. Multiple solutions are denoted by X A 
and XB being separated by Xm . The transition 
probability has been given as 
IX AX m ((.J ( ,) rA_B= 2rr exp S X -S XmJ 
where S(~ = r 4A(X)g(Xt 2x' dX' is the nonlinear 
potential function, and the time rates A A, m, B are given 
as AA.m.B=2XlaNaxl at X=XA. m• B [1,2]. 
The statistical theory gives a new insight for the 
database of the transition condition. When database for 
the onset of L-H transition is collected, one measures the 
value of C when the transition occurs, under the 
circumstance that the relevant parameter C is gradually 
increased. This is a kind of transient problem and a new 
statistical evaluation is necessary, in addition to the long 
time average. This is obtained in the following. The 
situation that the first transition is observed is a !one-
through! problem. We consider the situation that the 
state is in X = X A at t = 0 and the controlling parameter 
C is slowly increasing. The number of ensemble that is 
in the state X = X A' N A' satisfies the equation 
It N A = - r A _ Ff'I A' The relative abundance of 
occurrence of transitions is given by 
p(C) = (dC/dtt Ir A- BexP (- (dCldtt It" r A- BdC) 
As C increases in the domain of multiple solutions, the 
transition from the A-state to the B-state can happen. 
When C approaches to C., which is the phase 
392 
boundary 0 the statistical theory [2), transition becomes 
more frequent. When C far exceeds C. , the state has 
already changed to the B-state, and only little A-to-B 
transition can occur. P(C) has a broad peak around 
C=C •. 
It has been shown that the transition rate changes as 
rA_B(C)ocexp((C-C.)/O) in the vicinity of C=C. 
[1,2). (The parameter of width 0 is given by 
0- 1 =_ Jx
m 
dX4X' a{A(x)g(xt 2}/dC.) Based on 
XA 
these results, we employ a model 
r A_B(C) z I{l + exp (- (C -C .)/0) r I where I 
denotes the transition rate at C» C*. We have 
. o-Ih exp ((C - C .)/0) 
p(C) = I+h' {I +exp((C-C.)/O)} 
where h;; 0 I (dCld t) - I. Figure I illustrates the rate 
of the occurrence of transition [3). 
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Fi g.1 Occurrence of noise-trigger transition (e:g., the 
L-H transition) when the controlling parameter C is 
changing in time (a). The case where the change of C 
is slow (h;; 0 I (dC/dt) - I = I , solid line) and that is 
fast (h = 0.1 , dashed line) are shown. 
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